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Abstract

Intelligent agents that can help humans accomplish everyday tasks, such as a personal robot at home or a robot in a work environment, is a long-standing goal of artificial intelligence. One of the requirements for such general-purpose agents is the ability to teach them new tasks or skills relatively easily. Common approaches to teaching agents new skills include reinforcement learning (RL) and imitation learning (IL). However, specifying the task to the learning agent, i.e. designing effective reward functions for reinforcement learning and providing demonstrations for imitation learning, are often cumbersome and time-consuming.

We aim to use natural language as an auxiliary signal to aid task specification, which reduces the burden on the end user. To make reward design easier, we propose a novel framework that is used to generate language-based rewards in addition to the extrinsic rewards from the environment for faster policy training using RL. To ameliorate the problem of providing demonstrations, we propose a new setting that enables an agent to learn a new task without demonstrations in an IL setting, given a demonstration from a related task and a natural language description of the difference between the desired task and the demonstrated task.

The primary contributions of this dissertation will be new frameworks that enable incorporating natural language in RL and IL, which would enable non-expert users to specify new tasks to intelligent agents more conveniently.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Teaching agents to perform new tasks is one of the central problems in artificial intelligence. One popular paradigm, called sequential decision making, involves an agent interacting with an environment, for instance, a robot in a home environment. Over the past few decades, several approaches have been developed to train agents to perform a variety of tasks in this setting. Broadly, these approaches can be divided into two classes—reinforcement learning (RL) and imitation learning (IL). In reinforcement learning, the agent receives a reward from the environment for every action, and needs to learn a behavior that maximizes its sum of expected future rewards. Imitation learning is an alternate method for teaching agents—instead of the reward, the agent receives a set of demonstrations from an expert, and needs to learn a behavior.

While these approaches have been successfully applied to domains ranging from game-playing to real robotics tasks, making them useful for large-scale real-world applications is still a distant goal. One of the challenges in scaling up these approaches to real-world problems is communicating all the useful information to complete the task to the learning agent, such as the task objective, hints, constraints, and user preferences. In the standard RL or IL settings, communicating such information would require designing intricate reward functions or providing a large number of demonstrations, respectively, which are often difficult to scale as the complexity of tasks grows. A promising direction to address this challenge is to use natural language as an auxiliary signal in sequential decision making. Language could be used in a variety of ways, for instance, in (1) communicating the task, (2) providing feedback for agent’s performance, (3) guiding the agent to focus on the important aspects of the task, and (4) enabling the agent to ask clarification questions. Thus, developing techniques that can effectively use natural language in sequential decision making would ameliorate several limitations of current approaches, by making them more sample efficient and robust to task-irrelevant features. Further, language would enable non-expert users to communicate their intent to learning agents, which is an important requirement for integrating intelligent systems into our everyday lives.

In this dissertation proposal, we focus on using language to communicate the task, where we seek to answer the following question:

| How can natural language be used as an auxiliary signal to reduce the burden of task specification on the end user? |
Several approaches have been proposed in the past that use natural language to communicate with a learning agent. However, a significant fraction of these approaches focus on instruction-following, where language is essentially used to communicate the task goals to the agent (See Section 2.2.2). While useful, we posit that natural language can be used to communicate additional information to the agent, and propose techniques that can use language as an auxiliary signal, which can be used in conjunction with the primary learning signal (i.e. reward for RL, and demonstrations for IL).

The contributions proposed in this dissertation proposal are as follows:

1. **Language to Aid Task Specification in Reinforcement Learning**: We consider the setting where the agent is provided with a linguistic description of the task, in addition to the reward function from the environment. Note that this is different from instruction-following, where language is the only signal to communicate the task, whereas in the setting we consider, language is an auxiliary signal, provided in addition to the environment rewards.

   (a) We develop a framework that learns a relatedness model between the task description and the agent’s actions using supervised learning, for a discrete action space. The trained relatedness model is then used to provide additional rewards to the agent in an RL setting [Goyal et al., 2019a].

   (b) We extend the model in [Goyal et al., 2019a] to work with continuous action spaces, and learn a relatedness model between the task description and the states (instead of between the description and actions) [Goyal et al., 2020].

2. **Language to Aid Task Specification in Imitation Learning**: We introduce a new setting, where the agent is provided with the demonstration of a source task, and needs to learn a slightly different task, the target task, with the difference between the source and target tasks communicated using natural language.

   (a) We present a model that outputs the reward function for the target task, by predicting the goal state for the target task as an intermediate step [Goyal et al., 2021b].

   (b) (Proposed) We propose a neurosymbolic task adaptation model that allows adaptation in non-goal-based tasks.

   (c) (Proposed) We propose a model that enables policy transfer from the source task to the target task, by learning to predict how the policy should change given the linguistic description.

The techniques we propose enable learning a policy using RL from sparse or coarse dense rewards, and learning from demonstrations of related tasks in IL, by using language to communicate additional information. This reduces the burden of task specification on the end user.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Sequential Decision Making

Several tasks in the real world can be formulated as an agent interacting with an environment, wherein at each step, the agent receives an observation from the environment and takes an action, and the environment transitions to a new state. The final state of the environment is, therefore, the result of a sequence of action decisions made by the agent. As such, these problems are referred to as sequential decision making problems. Examples include interacting with objects in the real world to accomplish a desired goal, such as cooking, rearranging a room, driving, or assembling furniture, as well as virtual environments, such as playing video games, or ordering an item from a website.

Over the last several decades, many approaches have been proposed to train learning agents for such problems. Broadly, these approaches can be divided into two categories—reinforcement learning and imitation learning.

2.1.1 Reinforcement Learning

In reinforcement learning, the agent receives a reward from the environment at every timestep, which is the primary learning signal [Sutton and Barto, 2018]. The standard reinforcement learning (RL) setup is often represented using the Markov Decision Process (MDP) formalism. An MDP can be defined by the tuple \( \langle S, A, T, R, \gamma \rangle \), where \( S \) is the set of all states in the environment, \( A \) is the set of all actions available to the agent, \( T : S \times A \times S \rightarrow [0, 1] \) is the transition function, \( R : S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is the reward function, and \( \gamma \in [0, 1] \) is the discount factor. At timestep \( t \), the agent observes the current state \( s_t \in S \), and takes an action \( a_t \in A \). The environment transitions to a new state \( s_{t+1} \sim T(s_t, a_t, \cdot) \), and the agent receives a reward \( R_t = R(s_t, a_t) \).

The objective is to learn a policy \( \pi : S \times A \rightarrow [0, 1] \) that maximizes the expected return, defined as the discounted sum of future rewards, \( G_t = \sum_{i=t}^{T} \gamma^{i-t} R_i \), where \( T \) is the horizon of the episode.

A state-value function \( V^\pi : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is defined as the expected return from a state when following policy \( \pi \). Given a policy \( \pi \), the state-value function can be computed using the
Bellman equation,

\[ V^\pi(s) = \sum_{a \in A} \pi(s, a) \left( R(s, a) + \gamma \sum_{s' \in S} T(s, a, s') V^\pi(s') \right) \]

An action-value function \( Q^\pi : S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is defined as the expected return when action \( a \) is taken at state \( s \), and the policy \( \pi \) is followed thereafter. An analogous Bellman equation can be written in terms of the action-value function.

Reinforcement Learning Algorithms

Various approaches have been proposed to learn an optimal policy, which can be classified into the following categories.

Value-based methods. Value-based methods learn the optimal state-value function \( V^*(s) = \max_\pi V^\pi(s) \) or the optimal action-value function \( Q^*(s, a) = \max_\pi Q^\pi(s, a) \), from which the optimal policy \( \pi^* \) can be recovered [Watkins and Dayan, 1992, Mnih et al., 2015].

Policy-based methods. Policy-gradient methods learn an optimal policy \( \pi^* \) directly, by maximizing the expected total reward. The gradient of the policy may be defined in multiple ways, such as using the reward or the value function [Williams, 1992, Schulman et al., 2015b, Lillicrap et al., 2015].

Actor-critic methods. Finally, actor-critic methods learn both a policy (actor), and a value function (critic), that are trained jointly [Schulman et al., 2015a, Schulman et al., 2017, Haarnoja et al., 2018].

Challenges in Reinforcement Learning

While reinforcement learning has been successfully applied in multiple domains, several challenges remain that need to be addressed to make RL practical for real-world applications.

First, specifying a reward function that accurately and efficiently encodes the desired task may be non-trivial. A common approach that works for simple tasks consists of using a sparse reward—for instance, the agent receives a non-zero reward on completing the task, and a zero reward in all other cases. To learn from such a reward function, the agent must explore without much feedback from the environment, which could become prohibitively time-consuming as the complexity of tasks grows. One way to address this limitation is to define a dense reward function, which is non-zero at most timesteps, giving the agent additional signal as it is making progress towards the goal [Ng et al., 1999]. However, designing dense rewards is itself challenging, and may lead to reward hacking, where the agent finds an undesired behavior that achieves a high reward [Amodei and Clark, 2016].

Another challenge in RL is sample efficiency—even for hand-designed reward functions, the agent might need a considerable number of interactions with the environment to learn the desired behavior. Approaches to address this involve using expert data [Brys et al., 2015], curiosity-driven exploration in which the agent is rewarded for visiting new regions of the
state space [Burda et al., 2018, Achiam and Sastry, 2017, Schmidhuber, 1991], hierarchical RL in which a low-level policy is trained to reach different subgoals and a high-level policy is trained to predict the next subgoal [Barto and Mahadevan, 2003, Vezhnevets et al., 2017], and transfer learning in which a policy trained for one task is adapted for a different task [Taylor and Stone, 2009].

Finally, when policies are trained or deployed in the real world, there are safety concerns that must be taken into account [García and Fernández, 2015]. Common approaches to safe RL include adding constraints to prevent the agent from visiting unsafe states, and modifying the reward function such that unsafe states have a large negative value.

In this proposal, we present approaches that use language to address reward design and sample efficiency (Chapters 3 and 4). We show that rewards can be generated from natural language descriptions, which addresses the reward design problem, particularly for non-experts. Further, the rewards generated from natural language help improve the sample efficiency of the learner, both in sparse and dense reward settings.

2.1.2 Imitation Learning

The imitation learning problem can be described using an MDP \( R = \langle S, A, T, \gamma \rangle \), where the symbols denote the state space, the action space, the transition function, and the discount factor, as detailed in Section 2.1.1. Instead of the reward, the agent has access to a set of expert demonstrations \( \tau_1, \ldots, \tau_N \). The goal of imitation learning is to infer the demonstrator’s intent, and thereby learn a policy \( \pi : S \times A \rightarrow [0, 1] \) that maximizes the return, under the unknown expert reward function.

Imitation Learning Algorithms

Approaches in imitation learning can be classified into the following categories.

Behavior cloning. Given a set of demonstrations \( \tau_1, \ldots, \tau_N \), where \( \tau_i = ((s_{ij}, a_{ij}))_{j=1}^{N_i} \), a policy \( \pi : S \times A \rightarrow [0, 1] \) is learned using the state-action pairs in all the demonstrations, in a supervised learning setting [Pomerleau, 1991]. When used for predictions on unseen states, minor errors in prediction cause the agent to diverge from the data distribution the policy was trained on, leading to compounding errors. Several methods have been proposed that address this limitation, such as [Ross et al., 2011, Brantley et al., 2019].

Inverse Reinforcement Learning. In these approaches, a reward function is inferred from the demonstrations, and a policy is learned using RL on the recovered reward function [Ng et al., 2000, Ziebart et al., 2008a, Ramachandran and Amir, 2007].

Adversarial Imitation Learning. These approaches learn a policy jointly with a discriminator, such that the discriminator tries to distinguish states visited by the policy from the states visited by the expert, and the policy tries to visit states so as to confuse the discriminator [Ho and Ermon, 2016, Torabi et al., 2018].
Challenges in Imitation Learning

Imitation learning is fundamentally an ill-defined problem—given a set of demonstrations, there are multiple reward functions under which the demonstrations are optimal. However, not all these reward functions lead to policies that may be desirable under the demonstrator’s true reward function. To address this, several approaches have been proposed that model this uncertainty [Ziebart et al., 2008b, Ramachandran and Amir, 2007], obtain feedback/corrections from a human [Cui and Niekum, 2018, Niekum et al., 2013], or formulate the problem differently such as learning from pairwise rankings between a set of demonstrations [Brown et al., 2019].

Another major challenge in imitation learning is that of sample efficiency—providing demonstrations is often cumbersome, and therefore, we would like the learning agent to learn from as few demonstrations as possible. Recently, several approaches have been proposed that use meta-learning [Thrun and Pratt, 2012], to enable few-shot imitation learning [Finn et al., 2017, Duan et al., 2017, Pathak et al., 2018].

In this proposal, we take a step towards addressing sample efficiency in imitation learning, using language. We propose a framework which enables reusing demonstrations from related tasks, where the difference between the target task and the demonstrated task is specified using language (Chapters 5 and 6). This allows the agent to learn a new task in a zero-shot setting, that is, without any new demonstrations.

2.2 Language Grounding

Language grounding, or symbol grounding, refers to the problem of mapping linguistic concepts to the agent’s perception and actions [Harnad, 1990]. For example, to understand an instruction such as “Place the mug next to the book”, a learning agent needs to map mug and book to objects in the environment, place to an action, and next to a spatial relation in the environment.

2.2.1 Grounding Language to Images and Videos

In the last few years, many problems have been introduced that require grounding linguistic concepts to images or videos, such as image captioning [You et al., 2016, Anderson et al., 2018a], video captioning [Venugopalan et al., 2015b], visual question-answering [Antol et al., 2015], and identifying regions of an image referred to by a natural language expression [Kazemzadeh et al., 2014].

2.2.2 Instruction-following

In a large class of problems, which can broadly be termed as instruction-following, language is used to communicate the task to a learning agent. In this setting, the agent is given a natural language command for a task, and is trained to take a sequence of actions that complete the task. A popular approach for instruction-following involves using graphical models that are instantiated based on the structure of the natural language command, from which the most likely plan is inferred [Tellex et al., 2011, Howard et al., 2014b, Howard et al., 2014a]. Other
approaches involve parsing the input command into a rich grammar formalism [Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2013], using specialized neural network architectures to map instructions to visual goals [Misra et al., 2018] position visitation [Blukis et al., 2018b, Blukis et al., 2019], intermediate goals [Paxton et al., 2019], or actions [Bisk et al., 2016, Stepputtis et al., 2020a].

A well-studied problem in this setting is Vision-and-language Navigation, where the tasks consist of navigating to a desired location in an environment, given a natural language command and an egocentric view from the agent’s current position [Anderson et al., 2018b, Fried et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2019]. Another subcategory of instruction-following involves instructing an embodied agent using natural language [Tellex et al., 2011, Hemachandra et al., 2015, Arkin et al., 2017, Shridhar et al., 2020, Stepputtis et al., 2020b, Misra et al., 2016, Sung et al., 2018a, Blukis et al., 2018a, Blukis et al., 2019, Shao et al., 2020].

The approaches that we propose are different from instruction-following in that we use language as an auxiliary signal in addition to the main supervisory signal for the setting (i.e. reward for RL and demonstrations for IL).

### 2.2.3 Language to Aid Learning

A number of approaches have been proposed that use language to aid a learning agent.

Some of these approaches use language to generate plans. [Branavan et al., 2012a] extract preconditions from text to generate plans for games. [Sung et al., 2018b] use language in conjunction with trajectories and point clouds to plan manipulation trajectories to interact with unseen objects. [Nyga et al., 2018] use language in a dialog setting to fill incomplete plans. These approaches are different from our framework presented in Chapters 3 and 4, in that we incorporate language into reinforcement learning, instead of planning.

Among the approaches that use language in an RL setting, [Narasimhan et al., 2017, Narasimhan et al., 2018] use language to transfer concepts from one task to another to speed up RL. [Kuhlmann et al., 2004] use language to modify the Q-function of an RL agent. [Branavan et al., 2012b] use language to generate additional features for speeding up learning. [Kaplan et al., 2017] use a predefined set of natural language commands which are used to generate additional rewards to train an RL agent. [Hutsebaut-Buysse et al., 2020b] use pretrained word embeddings to make goal-conditioned RL sample efficient. [Abolghasemi et al., 2018] use natural language to attend to specific parts of the state to learn more robust visuomotor policies. [Wang and Narasimhan, 2021] learn to ground language to entities and dynamics, simultaneously with the policy. [Tambwekar et al., 2021] propose initializing decision-tree based policies using natural language.

Language has also been used to incorporate human feedback. [Broad et al., 2017] propose using natural language corrections for robotic manipulators. [Co-Reyes et al., 2018] propose iterative natural language corrections to communicate the goal to a learning agent. [Mehta and Goldwasser, 2019] propose using natural language for advice, in an instruction-following setting. [Sumers et al., 2020] use linguistic feedback to learn rewards by mapping language to features and sentiment. The framework we present in Chapters 3 and 4 is orthogonal to most of these approaches, and can be combined with them relatively easily.

[Andreas et al., 2017] propose to exploit compositionality in natural language to aid generalization, by mapping tasks into a latent space of language. Here, language is used to describe [Hutsebaut-Buysse et al., 2020a] propose a transfer learning framework, wherein a
new task can be learned from a set of previously learned tasks, each of which is described using language. While related to our setting introduced in Chapter 5, in these methods, language is provided for each task independently, and tasks are deemed similar if their linguistic descriptions are related. In our setting, however, language is used to explicitly describe the difference between two tasks. [Kamlish et al., 2019] use natural language commentary in the domain of chess to learn an evaluation function for moves, but is different from our approaches, as in this approach, language is only used at training time whereas for the frameworks we propose, a key element is using language at test time to aid learning a new task not seen during training.
Chapter 3

Using Natural Language for Reward Shaping in Reinforcement Learning

3.1 Introduction

One of the key challenges in applying reinforcement learning to a problem is designing reward functions that accurately and efficiently describe tasks. For the sake of simplicity, a common strategy is to provide the agent with sparse rewards—for example, positive reward upon reaching a goal state, and zero reward otherwise. However, it is well-known that learning is often difficult and slow in sparse reward settings [Večerík et al., 2017]. By contrast, dense rewards can be easier to learn from, but are significantly more difficult to specify. In this work, we address this issue by using natural language to provide dense rewards to RL agents in a manner that is easy to specify.

Consider the scenario in Figure 3.1 from the Atari game Montezuma’s Revenge. Suppose we want the agent to go to the left while jumping over the skull (as shown in the blue trajectory). If the agent is given a positive reward only when it reaches the end of the desired trajectory, it may need to spend a significant amount of time exploring the environment to learn that behavior. Giving the agent intermediate rewards for progress towards the goal can help, a technique known as “reward shaping” [Ng et al., 1999]. However, designing intermediate rewards is hard, particularly for non-experts.

Figure 3.1: An agent exploring randomly to complete the task described by the blue trajectory may need considerable amount of time to learn the behavior. By giving natural language instructions like “Jump over the skull while going to the left”, we can give intermediate signals to the agent for faster learning.
Instead, we propose giving the agent intermediate rewards using instructions in natural language. For instance, the agent can be given the following instruction: “Jump over the skull while going to the left” to provide intermediate rewards that accelerate learning. Since natural language instructions can easily be provided even by non-experts, it will enable them to teach RL agents new skills more conveniently.

The main contribution of this work is a new framework which takes an arbitrary natural language instruction and the trajectory executed by the agent so far, and makes a prediction whether the agent is following the instruction, which can then be used as an intermediate reward. Our experiments show that by using such reward functions, we can speed up learning in sparse reward settings by guiding the exploration of the agent. We describe the approach and the main experimental results below; for full details, see [Goyal et al., 2019b].

3.2 Overview of the Approach

In this work, we consider an extension of the MDP framework, defined by \( \langle S, A, R, T, \gamma, l \rangle \), where \( l \in L \) is a language command describing the intended behavior (with \( L \) defined as the set of all possible language commands). We denote this language-augmented MDP as MDP+L. Given an MDP(+L), reinforcement learning can be used to learn an optimal policy \( \pi^* : S \rightarrow A \) that maximizes expected sum of rewards. We use \( R_{\text{ext}} \) (“extrinsic”) to denote the MDP reward function above, to avoid confusion with language-based rewards that we define in Section 3.4.

In order to find an optimal policy in an MDP+L, we use a two-phase approach (Figure 3.2):

**Language-aided RL.** This step involves using RL to learn a policy for the given MDP+L. Given the trajectory executed by the agent so far and the language instruction, we use LEARN to predict whether the agent is making progress and use that prediction as a shaping reward (Section 3.4). Note that since we are only modifying the reward function, this step is agnostic to the particular choice of RL algorithm.

**Language-Action Reward Network (LEARN).** In this step, we train a neural network that takes paired (trajectory, language) data from the environment and predicts if the language describes the actions within the trajectory. To train the network, we collect natural language instructions for trajectories in the environment (Section 3.3).

Figure 3.2: Our framework consists of the standard RL module containing the agent-environment loop, augmented with a Language-Action Reward Network (LEARN) module.
3.3 Language-Action Reward Network

LEARN takes in a trajectory and a language description and predicts whether the language describes the actions in the trajectory. More formally, given a trajectory $\tau$, we create action-frequency vectors from it as follows:

1. Sample two distinct timesteps $i$ and $j$ (such that $i < j$) from the set $\{1, \ldots, |\tau|\}$, where $|\tau|$ denotes the number of timesteps in $\tau$. Let $\tau[i : j]$ denote the segment of $\tau$ between timesteps $i$ and $j$.

2. Create an action-frequency vector $f$ from the actions in $\tau[i : j]$, where the dimensionality of $f$ is equal to the number of actions in the MDP+L, and the $k^{th}$ component of $f$ is the fraction of timesteps action $k$ appears in $\tau[i : j]$.

Using the above process, we create a dataset of $(f, l)$ pairs from a given set of $(\tau, l)$ pairs. Positive examples are created by sampling $f$ from a given trajectory $\tau$ and using the language description $l$ associated with $\tau$. Negative examples are created by (1) sampling an action-frequency vector $f$ from a given trajectory $\tau$, but choosing an alternate language description $l'$ sampled uniformly at random from the data excluding $l$, or (2) creating a random action-frequency vector $f'$ and pairing it with the language description $l$. These examples are used to train a neural network, as described below. Thus, given a pair $(f, l)$, the network learns to predict whether the action-frequency vector $f$ is related to the language description $l$ or not.

Neural Network Details

The action-frequency vector is passed through a sequence of fully-connected layers to get an encoded action vector with dimension $D_1$. To embed the natural language instruction into a $D_2$-dimensional vector, we experimented with three models:

1. **InferSent**: In this model, we used a pretrained sentence embedding model [Conneau et al., 2017], which embeds sentences into a 4096-dimensional vector space. The 4096-dimensional vectors were projected to $D_2$-dimensional vectors using a fully-connected layer. We train only the projection layer during training, keeping the original sentence embedding model fixed.

2. **GloVe+RNN**: In this model, we represent the sentence using pretrained 50-dimensional GloVe word embeddings [Pennington et al., 2014], and train a two-layer GRU [Cho et al., 2014] encoder on top of it, while keeping the word embeddings fixed. We used the mean of the output vectors from the top layer as the encoding of the sentence. The hidden state size of the GRUs was set to $D_2$.

3. **RNNOnly**: This model is identical to Glove+RNN, except instead of starting with pretrained GloVe vectors, we randomly initialize the word vectors and train both the word embeddings and the two-layer GRU encoder.

These three models trade-off prior domain knowledge with flexibility – InferSent model starts with the knowledge of sentence similarity and is least flexible, GloVe+RNN model starts with word vectors and is more flexible in combining them to generate sentence embeddings,
The encoded action-frequency vector and language vector are then concatenated, and further passed through another sequence of fully-connected layers, each of dimension $D_3$, followed by a softmax layer. The final output of the network is a probability distribution over two classes – RELATED and UNRELATED, corresponding to whether the action-frequency vector $f$ can be explained by the language instruction $l$. Our complete neural network architecture is shown in Figure 3.3. $D_1$, $D_2$ and $D_3$ were tuned using validation data.

We used backpropagation with an Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2014] to train the above neural network for 50 epochs to minimize cross-entropy loss.

To collect data for training LEARN, we used trajectories of human gameplay from the Atari Grand Challenge dataset [Kurin et al., 2017], and obtained linguistic descriptions for short segments from these trajectories using Amazon Mechanical Turk. The final dataset consisted of 6,870 linguistic descriptions paired with the corresponding trajectories.

### 3.4 Using Language-based Rewards in RL

To incorporate language information into RL, we use LEARN’s predictions to generate intermediate rewards. Given the sequence of actions $a_1, \ldots, a_{t-1}$ executed by the agent until timestep $t$ and the language instruction $l$ associated with the given MDP+L, we create an action-frequency vector $f_t$, by setting the $k^{th}$ component of $f$ equal to the fraction of timesteps action $k$ appears in $a_1, \ldots, a_{t-1}$. The resulting action-frequency vector $f$ and the language instruction $l$ are passed to LEARN. Let the output probabilities corresponding to classes RELATED and UNRELATED be denoted as $p_R(f_t)$ and $p_U(f_t)$. Note that since $l$ is fixed for a given MDP+L, $p_R(f_t)$ and $p_U(f_t)$ are functions of only the current action-frequency vector.
Intuitively, trajectories that contain actions described by the language instruction more often will have higher values of $p_R(f_t)$, compared to other trajectories. For instance, if the language instruction is “Jump over the skull while going to the left”, then trajectories with high frequencies corresponding to the “jump” and “left” actions will be considered more related to the language by LEARN. Therefore, we can use these probabilities to define intermediate language-based rewards. These intermediate rewards will enable the agent to explore more systematically, by choosing relevant actions more often than irrelevant actions.

To map the probabilities to language-based shaping rewards, we define a potential function for the current timestep as $\phi(f_t) = p_R(f_t) - p_U(f_t)$. The intermediate language-based reward is then defined as $R_{lang}(f_t) = \gamma \cdot \phi(f_t) - \phi(f_{t-1})$, where $\gamma$ is the discount factor for the MDP+L. We show in the supplementary material that a policy that is optimal under the original reward function ($R_{ext}$) is also optimal under the new reward function ($R_{ext} + R_{lang}$).

### 3.5 Experimental Evaluation

To validate the effectiveness of our approach, we conducted experiments on the Atari game Montezuma’s Revenge. The game involves controlling an agent to navigate around multiple rooms. There are several types of objects within the rooms – (1) ladders, ropes, doors, etc. that can be used to navigate within a room, (2) enemy objects (such as skulls and crabs) that the agent needs to escape from, (3) keys, daggers, etc. that can be collected. A screenshot from the game is included in Figure 3.1. We selected this game because the rich set of objects and interactions allows for a wide variety of natural language descriptions.

We define a set of 15 diverse tasks in multiple rooms, each of which requires the agent to go from a fixed start position to a fixed goal position while interacting with some of the objects present in the path. For each task, the agent gets an extrinsic reward of +1 from the environment for reaching the goal, and an extrinsic reward of zero in all other cases.

For each of the tasks, we generate a reference trajectory, and use Amazon Mechanical Turk to obtain 3 descriptions for the trajectory. We use each of these descriptions as language commands in our MDP+L experiments, as described below. Note that we do not use the reference trajectories to aid learning the policy in MDP+L; they are only used to collect language commands to be used in our experiments.

For all experiments, the policy was trained using Proximal Policy Optimization, a popular on-policy RL algorithm [Schulman et al., 2017], for 500,000 timesteps.

We experiment with 2 different RL setups to evaluate how much using language-based rewards help:

1. **ExtOnly**: In this setup, we use the original environment reward, without using language-based reward. This is the standard MDP setup, and serves as our baseline.

2. **Ext+Lang**: In this setup, in addition to the original environment reward that the agent gets on completing the task successfully, we also provide the agent potential-based rewards.

Although the tasks (and corresponding descriptions) involve interactions with objects, we observe that just using actions, as we do in our approach, already gives improvements over the baseline, likely because most objects can be interacted with only in one way.
language reward $R_{lang}$ at each step, as described in Section 3.4.

We use the following metrics:

1. **AUC**: From each policy training run, we plot a graph with the number of timesteps on the x-axis and the number of successful episodes on the y-axis. The area under this curve is a measure of how quickly the agent learns, and is the metric we use to compare two policy training runs.

2. **Final Policy**: To compare the final learned policy with ExtOnly and Ext+Lang, we perform policy evaluation at the end of 500,000 training steps. For each policy training run, we use the learned policy for an additional 10,000 timesteps without updating it, and record the number of successful episodes.

For the Ext+Lang setup, we perform validation over the three types of language encoders described in Section 3.4 (InferSent / GloVe+RNN / RNNOnly). For each type of language encoder, we use the LEARN model with the best accuracy on the validation data. Further, we define the joint reward function as $R_{total} = R_{ext} + \lambda R_{lang}$. The type of language encoder and the hyperparameter $\lambda$ are selected using validation.

**Results**

At test time, we performed 10 policy learning runs with different initializations for each task and each description. The results, averaged across all tasks and descriptions, are summarized in Figure 3.4, from which we can conclude that Ext+Lang learns much faster than ExtOnly, demonstrating that using natural language instructions for reward shaping is effective. In particular, the average number of successful episodes for ExtOnly after 500,000 timesteps is 903.12, while Ext+Lang achieves that score only after 358,464 timesteps, which amounts to a 30% speed-up. Alternately, after 500,000 timesteps, Ext+Lang completes 1529.43 episodes on average, compared to 903.12 for ExtOnly, thereby giving a 60% relative improvement.

Further, we found that Ext+Lang results in statistically significant improvement for 11 out of 15 tasks in AUC, and for 8 out of 15 tasks in the final policy, demonstrating that using language-based rewards lead to both faster and more robust policies on average.
Chapter 4

Guiding Reinforcement Learning Using Natural Language by Mapping Pixels to Rewards

4.1 Introduction

The approach presented in Chapter 3 is a simple and effective way to generate intermediate rewards for sample-efficient learning in sparse reward settings. However, it suffers from several limitations—(1) the action frequency vector can only be defined for discrete action spaces, (2) by only looking at the frequency of actions, the temporal information in the trajectories is discarded, and most importantly, (3) the model only uses the actions, ignoring the information in the states. In this work, we propose an improved model that addresses these limitations, and apply it to a simulated robot manipulation domain.

Our experiments on a diverse set of tasks in the Meta-World domain [Yu et al., 2019] demonstrate that the proposed approach results in improved sample efficiency during policy learning, both in sparse and hand-designed dense reward settings. This motivates a new paradigm where language could be used to improve over hand-designed rewards, which may be suboptimal owing to the difficulty of designing rewards by hand.

We describe the approach and the main experimental results below; for full details, see [Goyal et al., 2020].

4.2 Approach

We use the MDP+L framework introduced in Section 3.2, defined as $M' = (S, A, T, R, \gamma, L)$, where $L$ is an instruction describing the task using natural language, and the other quantities are as defined as in a standard MDP. Further, we also use the same two-phase framework for learning in an MDP+L described in Chapter 3, which we describe again below:

**Phase 1:** A neural network (PixL2R) is trained to predict whether a given trajectory and language are related or not. This requires paired \{trajectory, language\} data in the environment. We describe this phase in detail in Section 4.2.1.
Phase 2: Next, a policy is trained for a new task – in addition to the extrinsic reward from the environment, the agent additionally gets a language command describing the task. At every step, the agent’s trajectory so far is compared against the description of the task using the trained PixL2R model and the relatedness scores predicted by the model are used to generate intermediate rewards for reward shaping [Ng et al., 1999]. Section 4.2.2 describes this phase.

Note that the trained PixL2R model can be used during policy learning for a wide variety of downstream tasks, insofar as the objects and linguistic vocabulary in these tasks closely match the data used to train the PixL2R model. Thus, the cost of training PixL2R is amortized across all the downstream tasks.

4.2.1 PixL2R: Pixels and Language to Reward

First, a relatedness model – PixL2R – between a trajectory and a language is trained given paired data using supervised learning.

Network Architecture

The inputs to the network consist of a trajectory and a natural language description. Representing the trajectory using a single sequence of frames may be prone to perceptual aliasing and occlusion. Thus, our network architecture is designed to take multiple views as inputs. We use three different viewpoints in our experiments (see Figure 4.1), but it is straightforward to generalize to more or fewer viewpoints. In our ablation experiments, we compare the model described here with a model that takes a single viewpoint as input.

An independent CNN is used for encoding the sequence of frames from each viewpoint to generate a fixed size representation for each frame. These sequence of vectors are concatenated across the views to generate a single sequence of fixed size vectors, which is then passed through a two-layer LSTM to get an encoding of the entire trajectory.

The language description is converted to a one-hot representation, and passed through an embedding layer, followed by a two-layer LSTM. The outputs of the LSTMs encoding the trajectory and the language are then concatenated, and passed through a sequence of fully-connected layers to generate a relatedness score. See Figure 4.2 for a diagram of the neural network.
Figure 4.2: Neural network architecture: The sequence of frames from the three viewpoints are passed through three separate CNN feature extractors, and then concatenated across views. The sequence is then passed through an LSTM to obtain an encoding of the trajectory. The given linguistic description is encoded using a randomly initialized embedding layer followed by an LSTM. The outputs of the two LSTMs is concatenated and passed through a sequence of 2 linear layers to generate the final prediction.
Data Augmentation

Frame dropping. After sampling a trajectory, each frame is independently selected with a probability of 0.1. The resulting sequence of frames is passed through the network. This makes the training faster by reducing the input size, as well as making the network robust to minor variations in trajectories. During policy training, the trajectories are subsampled to keep 1 frame in every 10.

Partial trajectories. Since during policy training the model will have to make predictions for partial trajectories, we use partial trajectories during supervised training as well. Given a trajectory of length $L$, we sample $l \sim \text{Uniform}\{1, \ldots, L\}$, and use the first $l$ frames of the trajectory.

Training Objectives

Classification. First, we trained the neural network using binary classification. The final output of the network is a two-dimensional vector, corresponding to the logits for the two classes – RELATED and UNRELATED. The network is trained to minimize the cross-entropy loss.

As mentioned above, we train the model with partial trajectories of different lengths to better match the distribution of trajectories that will be seen during policy learning. However, partial trajectories might sometimes be hard to classify as related or unrelated to the description, since it requires extrapolating the complete path the agent will follow. Our preliminary experiments suggest that these harder to classify examples affect learning—on unseen complete trajectories, a model trained with only complete trajectories has a lower error compared to a model trained on both complete and partial trajectories. This motivated us to experiment with an alternative regression setting described next.

Regression. In this setting, the model predicts a single relatedness score between the given trajectory and language, which is mapped to $[-1, 1]$ using the $\tanh()$ function. The ground truth score is defined as $s \cdot \frac{l}{L}$, where $s = 1$ for RELATED and $s = -1$ for UNRELATED pairs, $l$ is the length of the incomplete trajectory and $L$ is the length of the complete trajectory as described above. Thus, given a description, a complete related trajectory has a ground truth score of 1, while a complete unrelated trajectory has a score of $-1$. Shorter trajectories smoothly interpolate between these values, with very small trajectories having a score close to 0. The network is trained to minimize the mean squared error. Intuitively, this results in a small loss when the model predicts the incorrect sign on short trajectories. As the trajectories become longer, incorrect sign predictions result in higher losses.

The network is trained end-to-end using an Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2014].

4.2.2 Policy Learning Phase

Having learned a PixL2R model as described above, the relatedness scores from the model can be used to generate language-based intermediate rewards during policy learning on new scenarios. During policy training, the agent receives a natural language description of the
goal, in addition to the extrinsic reward from the environment. At every timestep, the PixL2R model is used to score trajectories executed by the agent against the given natural language description, to generate intermediate rewards. We used potential-based shaping rewards [Ng et al., 1999], which are of the form $F(s_t) = \gamma \cdot \phi(s_t) - \phi(s_{t-1})$, where $s_t$ is the state at timestep $t$ and $\phi : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is a potential function. In our case, $s_t$ is the sequence of states encountered by the agent up to timestep $t$ in the current episode.

For the classification setting, we used the potential function $\phi(s_t) = p_R(s_t) - p_U(s_t)$, where $p_R$ and $p_U$ are the probabilities assigned by the model to the classes RELATED and UNRELATED respectively. For the regression setting, the relatedness score predicted by the model is directly used as the potential for the state. Note that for both the settings, the potential of any state lies in $[-1, 1]$.

4.3 Domain and Dataset

4.3.1 Description of the Domain

We use Meta-World [Yu et al., 2019], a recently proposed benchmark for meta-reinforcement learning, which consists of a simulated Sawyer robot and everyday objects such as a faucet, windows, coffee machine, etc. Tasks in this domain involve the robot interacting with these objects, such as turning the faucet clockwise, opening the window, pressing the button on the coffee machine, etc. Completing these tasks requires learning a policy for continuous control in a 4-dimensional space (3 dimensions for the end-effector position, and the fourth dimension for the force on the gripper). While the original task suite consists of only one object in every task, we create new environments which contain one or more objects in the scene, and the robot needs to interact with a pre-selected object amongst those. In a sparse reward setting, the agent is given a non-zero reward only on successfully interacting with the pre-selected object. In the absence of any other learning signal, the agent might have to learn to approach and interact with multiple objects in the scene in order to figure out the correct object. Using natural language to describe the task in addition to the sparse reward helps alleviate this issue.

4.3.2 Data Collection

First, 13 tasks were selected from the Meta-World task suite. This gave us a total of 9 objects to interact with (for 4 objects, multiple tasks can be defined, e.g. turning a faucet clockwise or counter-clockwise). We then created 100 scenarios for each task as follows: In each scenario, the task-relevant object is placed at a random location on the table. Then, a new random location is sampled, and one of the remaining objects is placed at this position. This process is repeated until the new random location is close to an already placed object. This results in 1300 scenarios in total, with a variable number of objects in each scenario.

Linguistic descriptions were collected for each of these tasks using Amazon Mechanical Turk, with a total of 520 descriptions, which gives us 40 descriptions per task on average.

Given pairs of related $\langle$trajectory, language$\rangle$, positive examples were generated by pairing a scenario for one of the 13 tasks with a randomly sampled description of the corresponding
task. Negative examples were generated by pairing trajectories from a task with descriptions from unrelated tasks.

4.4 Experiments

4.4.1 Policy Training with Language-based Rewards

To empirically evaluate the effectiveness of PixL2R, the proposed framework was tested on 16 scenarios. For each scenario, a policy was trained using the PPO algorithm for 500,000 timesteps.

For each of the scenarios, a policy was trained using 4 different reward settings:

1. Sparse: The agent is given a reward of 1 for reaching the goal, and 0 in all other cases.

2. Sparse+RGR: The agent is given language-based rewards generated by PixL2R trained using the regression objective, in addition to the sparse rewards.

3. Dense: The agent is given hand-designed dense rewards defined in the original Meta-World benchmark.

4. Dense+RGR: The agent is given language-based rewards generated by PixL2R trained using the regression objective, in addition to the hand-designed dense rewards.

The resulting policy training curves are shown in Figure 4.3. Each curve is obtained by averaging over all runs (16 scenarios × 15 runs per scenario with different random seeds) for that reward type. The results verify that using language-based rewards in addition to sparse rewards result in higher performance on average than using only sparse ones. More interestingly, we find that using language-based rewards in conjunction with hand-designed rewards also results in an improvement. A plausible explanation is that the hand-designed dense rewards in Meta-World are suboptimal, since the reward function for each task consists of parameters that require tuning, highlighting the complexity of reward design mentioned earlier. This result motivates a novel paradigm wherein coarse dense rewards could be designed by hand, and the proposed framework can be used to get a further improvement in policy training efficiency by using natural language.

4.4.2 Ablations

Having established that policy learning works better with the language-based rewards, we ran ablation experiments to better understand our design choices and to inspect what factors most affect the efficiency of policy learning.

All the ablation experiments were performed with language-based rewards added to dense rewards, since most applications of RL in robotics currently use dense hand-designed rewards (which could be suboptimal for complex tasks).
1. **LastFrame**: To analyze whether using the full sequence of frames contains more information than the last frame, instead of using the sequence of frames in the trajectory, only the last frame of the trajectory was used, both for training the PixL2R model, as well as for policy training.

2. **MeanpoolLang**: To study if the temporal ordering of the words in the description is useful, the LSTM used to encode the language was replaced with the mean-pooling operation.

3. **MeanpoolTraj**: To study if the temporal ordering of the frames in the trajectory was useful, the LSTM used to encode the sequence of frames was replaced with the mean-pooling operation.

4. **SingleView**: To study the impact of perceptual aliasing and/or occlusion when using a single viewpoint, instead of using 3 viewpoints for the trajectory, only 1 viewpoint was used. A model was trained with each of the three viewpoints in the supervised learning phase, and the model with the best validation score was used for policy learning.

5. **Dense+CLS**: Instead of the regression loss, classification loss was used, to understand the benefit of using regression loss when working with partial trajectories.

For each ablation, the same setup was used as for Dense+RGR. The mean successful episodes across all runs are reported in Table 4.1 for each setting. Further, the p-values for Wilcoxon tests between each ablation and the Dense rewards is reported, from which we can make the following observations:

- Using only the last frame (LastFrame), or using mean-pooling instead of an LSTM to encode the language (MeanpoolLang) does not substantially affect policy learning

Figure 4.3: A comparison of policy training curves for different reward models. The shaded regions denote 95% confidence intervals.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Mean Successful Episodes</th>
<th>p-value w.r.t. Dense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense+RGR</td>
<td>126.9</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastFrame</td>
<td>133.5</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeanpoolLang</td>
<td>138.3</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeanpoolTraj</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>0.9601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SingleView</td>
<td>100.4</td>
<td>0.3789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense+CLS</td>
<td>102.0</td>
<td>0.6384</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Comparison of various ablations to the Dense+RGR model.

efficiency. In both these cases, the resulting model is still statistically significantly better than Dense rewards. Both of these results agree with intuition, since the progress in the task can be predicted using the last frame alone, and since the linguistic descriptions are not particularly complex in the given domain, simply looking at which words are present or absent is often sufficient to identify the task without using the ordering information between the words.

- Using mean-pooling instead of an LSTM to encode the sequence of frames (Meanpool-Traj) drastically reduces the number of successful episodes, and results in no statistically significant improvement over Dense. Again, this agrees with intuition, since it is not possible to infer the direction of movement of the robot from an unordered set of frames.

- Using a single view instead of multiple views (SingleView) results in a smaller increase in the number of successful episodes, which is no longer statistically significant over Dense. As mentioned earlier, using frames to represent trajectories requires addressing challenges such as perceptual aliasing and occlusion, and these ablation results suggest that using multiple viewpoints alleviates these issues.

- Using classification loss instead of regression (Dense+CLS) also leads to a drop in performance, again making the resulting improvements no longer statistically significant. This is consistent with our initial observation (Section 4.2.1), wherein, the learning problem becomes more difficult due to partial trajectories when the classification loss is used.

It is worth noting that while these ablations agree with intuition, and therefore suggest that the model is extracting meaningful information from trajectories and language descriptions, the performance of these variants depends crucially on the domain. For instance, an environment that is not fully observable in the last frame might show a significant drop in performance when using only the last frame instead of the full trajectory.
Chapter 5

Zero-shot Task Adaptation Using Natural Language

5.1 Introduction

In Chapters 3 and 4, we proposed approaches that use natural language to generate intermediate rewards for reinforcement learning, resulting in more efficient policy learning. As described in Chapter 2, an alternate paradigm to teach new tasks to learning agent in sequential decision making problems is using imitation learning [Argall et al., 2009]. This involves showing demonstration(s) of the desired task to the agent, which can then used by the agent to infer the demonstrator’s intent, and hence, learn a policy for the task. However, for each new task, the agent must be given a new set of demonstrations, which is not scalable as the number of tasks grow, particularly because providing demonstrations is often a cumbersome process. We propose using language to reduce the burden of providing demonstrations.

To this end, we propose a novel setting—given a demonstration of a task (the source task), we want an agent to complete a somewhat different task (the target task) in a zero-shot setting, that is, without access to any demonstrations for the target task. The difference between the source task and the target task is communicated using language.

For example, consider an environment consisting of objects on different shelves of an organizer, as shown in Figure 5.1. Suppose the source task (top row) requires moving the green flat block from bottom-right to bottom-left, the blue flat block from middle-left to bottom-right, and then the green flat block from bottom-left to middle-left. The target task (bottom row) is similar, but in the final step, the green flat block should be moved to top-left instead. We posit that given a demonstration for the source task, and a free-form natural language description of the difference between the source and the target tasks, such as “In the third step, move the green flat block from bottom left to top left”, an agent should be able to infer the goal for the target task. We propose a framework that can handle a diverse set of adaptations between the source and the target tasks, such as a missing step, an extra step, and swapping the final positions of two objects.

The environment has a similar structure to several real-world applications, where task adaptation using language could be particularly beneficial. For instance, consider the goal of
Figure 5.1: Example of the setting: The top row shows the source task, while the bottom shows the target task. Given a demonstration of the source task, and a natural language description of the difference between the two tasks such as “In the third step, move the green flat block from bottom left to top left.”, our goal is to train an agent to perform the target task without any demonstrations of the target task.

building service robots for home environments. These robots must be able to learn a wide variety of tasks from non-expert users. Many tasks, such as cooking or assembly, involve a sequence of discrete steps, and such tasks could have several variations, like different cooking recipes or assembling different kinds of furniture. Being able to demonstrate one (or a few) of these tasks, and then communicating the difference between the demonstrated task(s) and other similar tasks could significantly reduce the burden of teaching new skills for the users.

These problems involve planning/control at 2 levels—high-level planning over the steps, and low-level control for executing each step. Since our proposed algorithm focuses on the high-level planning, we illustrate our approach on the simple environment shown in Figure 5.1, where the low-level control is abstracted away. However, our framework is general, and can be combined with approaches that perform low-level control.

The proposed setting is challenging for several reasons. First, most existing approaches in imitation learning and instruction-following infer the goal for a target task from a demonstration or an instruction, respectively. However, in our setting, neither of these modalities is sufficient by itself, and the agent must be able to combine complementary information from the source demonstration(s) and the natural language descriptions, in order to infer the goal for the target task. Second, in order to understand the natural language description, the agent must be able to map concepts in the description to objects and actions, a problem known as symbol grounding [Harnad, 1990]. Finally, in order to be scalable, we intend to learn a purely data-driven model that can does not require engineering features for the language or the environment, and can learn to infer the goal for the target task directly from data.

Further, since the proposed setting requires combining information from both the demon-
stration and the language, it can therefore serve as an important step towards building systems for more complex tasks which are difficult to communicate using demonstrations or language alone.

We introduce the Language-Aided Reward and Value Adaptation (LARVA) model that takes in a dataset of source demonstrations, linguistic descriptions, and either the reward or optimal value function for the target task, and is trained to predict the reward or optimal value function of the target task given a source demonstration and a linguistic description. The choice between reward and value prediction could be problem-dependent—for domains with complex transition dynamics, learning a value function requires reasoning about these dynamics, and therefore, it might be better to use LARVA for reward prediction, with a separate policy learning phase using the predicted rewards; for domains with simpler dynamics, a value function could be directly predicted using LARVA, thereby removing the need for a separate policy learning phase.

We describe the approach and the main experimental results below; for full details, see [Goyal et al., 2021b].

5.2 Problem Definition

Consider a goal-based task, which can be defined as a task where the objective is to reach a designated goal state in as few steps as possible. It can be expressed using the standard Markov Decision Process (MDP) formalism, as $M = \langle S, A, P, R, \gamma, g \rangle$, where $S$ is the set of all states, $A$ is the set of all actions, $P : S \times A \times S \rightarrow [0, 1]$ is the transition function, $R : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is the reward function, $\gamma \in [0, 1]$ is the discount factor, and $g \in S$ is the unique goal state.

Further, $V^*_R : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ denotes the optimal value function under the reward function $R$, and can be used to act optimally.

The reward function for a goal-based task can be defined as $R(s) = \mathbb{1}[s = g]$, where $\mathbb{1}[\cdot]$ is the indicator function. Thus, for $\gamma < 1$, an optimal policy for a goal-based task must reach the goal state $g$ from any state $s \in S$ in as few steps as possible.

Let $\mathcal{T} = \{M_i\}_{i=1}^N$ be a family of goal-based tasks $M_i$, each with a distinct goal $g_i$, and the reward function $R_i$ defined as above. The set of states $S_i$ and actions $A_i$, the transition functions $P_i$, and the discount factors $\gamma_i$ across different tasks may be related or unrelated [Kroemer et al., 2019].

For instance, in the environment shown in Figure 5.1, a goal-based task consists of arranging the objects in a specific configuration defined by a goal state $g$, while $\mathcal{T}$ is the set of all multi-step rearrangement tasks in the environment.

Let $T_{src}, T_{tgt} \in \mathcal{T}$ be two tasks, and $L$ be a natural language description of the difference between the tasks. Given a demonstration for the source task $T_{src}$, and the natural language description $l$, our objective is to train an agent to complete the target task $T_{tgt}$ in a zero-shot setting, i.e., without access to the reward function or demonstrations for the target task.
The target goal predictor takes in a source demonstration and a description to predict the goal state for the target task.

(b) The reward / value network takes the predicted goal state from the target goal predictor, and another state \( s \) from the target task to predict the reward or value of the state \( s \) under the target reward function.

5.3 LARVA: Language-Aided Reward and Value Adaptation

We propose Language-Aided Reward and Value Adaptation (LARVA), a neural network that takes in a source demonstration, \( \tau_{src} \), the difference between the source and target tasks described using natural language, \( l \), and a state from the target task, \( s \in S_{tgt} \), and is trained to predict either \( R_{tgt}(s) \), the reward for the state \( s \) in the target task, or \( V^*_R(s) \), the optimal value of the state \( s \) under the target reward function \( R_{tgt} \).

We assume access to a training set \( D = \{ (\tau^i_{src}, l^i, g^i_{tgt}) \}_{i=1}^N \), where \( \tau^i_{src} \) is a demonstration for the source task of the \( i^{th} \) datapoint, \( l^i \) is the natural language description of the difference between the source task and the target task for the \( i^{th} \) datapoint, and \( g^i_{tgt} \) is the goal state for the target task. The details of the dataset and the data collection process are described in Section 5.4.

5.3.1 Network Architecture

We decompose the learning problem into two subproblems: (1) predicting the goal state for the target task given the source demonstration and the language, and (2) predicting the reward / value of state \( s \) given the goal state of the target task. As such, we propose a neural network architecture that consists of two modules: (1) Target Goal Predictor, and (2) Reward / Value Network (see Figure 5.2). This decomposition allows for additional supervision of the target goal predictor, using the ground-truth goal state for the target task.
Target Goal Predictor

Given a sequence of images representing a source demonstration (τ_{src}), and a natural language description of the difference between the source and the target task (l), the target goal predictor module is trained to predict the goal state of the target task (g_{tgt}).

Demonstration Encoder. Each image in the source demonstration is first passed through a convolutional neural network to obtain a \( D_1 \)-dimensional vector representation, where \( D_1 \) is a hyperparameter tuned using the validation set. The resulting sequence of vectors is padded to the maximum demonstration length (\( T_{max} \)) in the training data, and the vectors are then concatenated to obtain a single \( T_{max} \cdot D_1 \)-dimensional vector. \(^1\)

Language Encoder. The natural language description is first converted into a one-hot representation using a vocabulary (see Sections 5.4.2 for details about the vocabulary), which is then passed through a two-layer LSTM module to obtain a vector representation of the description. The hidden size of the LSTM is set to \( D_2 \), which is tuned using the validation set.

Target Goal Decoder. The vector representations of the source demonstration and the natural language description are concatenated, and the resulting vector is passed through a deconvolution network to obtain an image representation \( \hat{g} \) of the target goal state.

Reward / Value Network

The reward or value network takes the predicted target goal state \( \hat{g} \) and another state \( s \) from the target task as inputs, and is trained to predict the reward or the value respectively of state \( s \) under the target reward function. The predicted goal state \( \hat{g} \) and the state \( s \) are encoded using the same CNN encoder (i.e. shared weights) used for encoding the demonstration frames in the target goal predictor, to obtain \( D_1 \)-dimensional vector representations. The reward or value of state \( s \) is computed as the cosine similarity between the vector representations of \( \hat{g} \) and the state \( s \). We represent the ground-truth reward or value as \( f(s) \), while the network prediction as \( \hat{f}(s) \).

5.3.2 Training

To train the model, we assume access to a dataset \( \mathcal{D} = \{(\tau_{src}^i, l^i, g_{tgt}^i)\}_{i=1}^{N} \). Using the goal state for the \( i^{th} \) target task, the reward function and the optimal value function for the target task can be computed, which is used to supervise the model training as described below.

\(^1\)We also experimented with an LSTM and a transformer to encode the sequence of vectors, but obtained significantly worse performance compared to a simple concatenation. A possible explanation for this behavior is that encoding the frames into a single vector independently of the language may make it harder to associate information in language with that in individual frames, suggesting that cross-attention between language and the frames might be required. Our preliminary experiments with attention-based models did not work well, but a more thorough analysis is needed.
Training Objectives

**Mean Squared Error.** Since we want the model to regress to the true reward or value \( f(s) \) for states \( s \in S_{tgt} \), a natural choice for the loss function is the mean squared error (MSE), \( \mathcal{L}_t = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{s \in S_{tgt}} (f(s) - \hat{f}(s))^2 \).

**Target Goal Supervision.** Further, we additionally supervise the Target Goal Predictor using the true goal state \( g_{tgt} \) for the \( i^{th} \) target task, using an MSE loss, \( \mathcal{L}_{goal} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (g_{tgt}^i - \hat{g}_{tgt}^i)^2 \). Thus, the overall training loss is given by \( \mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}_t + \lambda \mathcal{L}_{goal} \), where \( \lambda \) is an hyperparameter tuned using a validation set.

### 5.4 Environment and Dataset

In this section, we describe the environment we use in our experiments. While the framework described above is fairly general, in this work, we focus on a simpler setting that is more amenable to analysis. Specifically, we assume discrete state and action spaces \( S \) and \( A \), and deterministic transitions, i.e., \( P(s, a, s') \in \{0, 1\}, \forall (s, a, s') \in S \times A \times S \).

#### 5.4.1 The Organizer Environment

We propose the Organizer Environment, which consists of an organizer with 3 shelves. There are 8 distinct objects, and each object can take one of 3 colors (red, blue, or green), giving a total of 24 distinct colored objects. Objects can be placed in each shelf, either to the left or the right, resulting in a total of 6 distinct positions, \( \text{POSITIONS} = \{\text{Top-Left, Top-Right, Middle-Left, Middle-Right, Bottom-Left, Bottom-Right}\} \).

Objects can be placed in different configurations to create different states. In our experiments, we use tasks with 2 or 3 objects. The total number of states with 2 or 3 objects (i.e. \( |\bigcup_{T \in T} S_T| \)) is 285,120. The action space \( A \) is common across all tasks, and consists of 30 move actions, \( \text{MOVE}(p_i, p_j), p_i, p_j \in \text{POSITIONS}, p_i \neq p_j \). Finally, there is a \text{STOP} action that indicates the termination of an episode.

#### 5.4.2 Language Data

In this work, we experiment with 6 types of adaptations: (1) moving the same object in the source and target tasks, but to different final positions; (2) moving a different object in the source and target tasks, but to the same final position; (3) moving two objects in the source and target tasks, with their final positions swapped in the target task; (4) deleting a step from the source task; (5) inserting a step to the source task; and (6) modifying a step in the source task.

For each pair of source and target tasks in the dataset, we need a linguistic description of the difference between the tasks. We start by generating linguistic descriptions using a set of templates, such as, “Move \text{obj1} instead of \text{obj2} to the same position.” We ensure that for most of these templates, the target task cannot be inferred from the description alone,
Table 5.1: Examples of template-generated and natural language descriptions collected using AMT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Natural language paraphrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Move the cylinder to middle left.</td>
<td>Place the cylinder in the middle left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Move the red tall block to the final position of green long block.</td>
<td>Place the red tall block in the green longs blocks final position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Skip the third step.</td>
<td>do not do the third step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. In the first step, move the green tall cylinder from bottom right to bottom left.</td>
<td>for the first step, put the green tall cylinder in the bottom left position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Move blue tall cylinder from bottom left to middle left after the first step.</td>
<td>For the second step move the blue tall cylinder to the middle left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Move the blue cube to the final position of blue tall cylinder.</td>
<td>Swap the blue cube with the red cube on bottom shelf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Move blue tall block from top right to bottom left after the second step.</td>
<td>Move blue tall square from upper option to base left after the subsequent advance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and thus, the model must use both the demonstration of the source task and the linguistic description to infer the goal for the target task.

Next, we collected natural language for a subset of these synthetic (i.e. template-generated) descriptions using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Workers were provided with the template-generated descriptions, and were asked to paraphrase these descriptions.

We applied a basic filtering process to remove clearly bad paraphrases, such as those with 2 words or less, and those that were identical to the given descriptions. We did not make any edits to the paraphrases, like correcting for grammatical or spelling errors. Some examples of template-generated and natural language descriptions obtained using AMT are shown in Table 5.1.

It can be observed that while the first four rows in the table are valid paraphrases, the remaining three paraphrases could be ambiguous depending on the source and target tasks. For instance, in row 5, the target task involves an extra step after the first step, while the natural language paraphrase could be interpreted as modifying the second step. In row 6, the natural language description is not a valid paraphrase, while in row 7, the paraphrase is difficult to comprehend. We manually analysed a small subset of the collected paraphrases, and found that about 15% of the annotations were ambiguous / non-informative. Some of this noise could be addressed by modifying the data-collection pipeline, for example, by providing more information about the source and target tasks to humans, and filtering out non-informative / difficult to comprehend paraphrases.
### 5.5 Experiments

#### 5.5.1 Details about the setup

**Dataset.** For each adaptation, 6,600 pairs of source and target tasks were generated along with the template-based descriptions. Of these, 600 templates were used for each adaptation to collect natural language descriptions using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Thus, our dataset consisted of 6,600 examples in total for each adaptation, of which 6,000 examples consisted of synthetic language, and 600 consisted of natural language. Of the 6,000 synthetic examples per adaptation, 5,000 were used for training, 500 for validation, and the remaining 500 for testing. Similarly, of the 600 natural language examples per adaptation, 500 were used for training, 50 for validation, and 50 for testing. This gave us a training dataset with 33,000 examples, and validation and test datasets with 3,300 examples each, across all adaptation types.

**Evaluation Metrics.** For each experiment, the trained model predicts the reward or value of the given state \( s \). When using the value function, the trained network is used to predict the values for all states \( s \in S_{tgt} \). When using the reward function, the trained network is used to predict the rewards for all states \( s \in S_{tgt} \), from which the optimal value function is computed using dynamic programming. In both cases, if the state with the maximum value matches the goal state for the target task, \( g_{tgt} \), the task is deemed to be successful. We train the models using the entire training set (i.e. both synthetic and natural language examples across all adaptations), and report the percentage of successfully completed target tasks for both synthetic and natural language descriptions. For each experiment, we tune the hyperparameters on the validation set, and report the success rate on the test set corresponding to the setting yielding the maximum success rate on the validation set.

#### 5.5.2 Results

In this section, we describe the performance of our full model, along with various ablations. Our results are summarized in Table 5.2.
First, we evaluate our full LARVA model, with both reward and value predictions (rows 1 and 2 in Table 5.2). In both cases, the models result in successful completion of the target task more than 97% of the time with synthetic language, and more than 73% of the time with natural language. The drop in performance when using natural language can partly be attributed to the 15% of paraphrases that are potentially ambiguous or uninformative, as discussed in Section 5.4.2, while the remaining performance gap is likely because natural language has more variation than synthetic language. Better data collection and more complex models could be explored to bridge this gap further.

The similar performance when predicting rewards and values is not unexpected—we observed in our experiments that training the target goal prediction module was more challenging than training the the reward or value networks. Since the target goal prediction module is identical for both reward and value predictions, the performance in both cases is upper-bounded by the performance of the target goal prediction module. For domains with complex dynamics, reward and value prediction might result in significantly different success rates.

Next, we discuss ablations of our model. We present the results only with value prediction, since as noted, both reward and value predictions perform similarly.

1. To study the effect of target goal supervision for training the target goal predictor, we remove $L_{\text{goal}}$, optimizing the network using the ground-truth values only. Row 3 in Table 5.2 shows that this drastically degrades performance, confirming the efficacy of target goal supervision.

2. To ensure that most tasks require using information from both the source demonstration and the natural language description, we run unimodal baselines, wherein the network is provided with only the source demonstration (row 4) or only the language (row 5). As expected, both the settings result in a substantial drop in performance. Interestingly, using only the source demonstration results in over 20% successful completions. This is because given the set of adaptations, the source demonstration constrains the space of target configurations more effectively (e.g. if the source task consists of three steps, the target task must contain at least two of those steps, since source and target tasks differ by only one step for all adaptations).

3. Finally, we experiment with an alternate neural network architecture, that does not decompose the learning problem into target goal prediction and value prediction. The source demonstration, the language, and the target state $s$ are all encoded independently, and concatenated, from which the value for state $s$ is predicted. Row 6 shows that the resulting model achieves a very low success on target tasks, demonstrating the importance of decomposing the learning problem as in LARVA.

In the experiments so far, the data were randomly partitioned into training, validation, and test splits. However, a key aspect of using language is the ability to compose concepts. For instance, humans can learn concepts like “blue box” and “red cylinder” from independent examples, and can recognize a “blue cylinder” by composing these concepts without ever having seen examples of the new concept.

In the experiments so far, the data were randomly partitioned into training, validation, and test splits. However, a key aspect of using language is the ability to compose concepts. For instance, humans can learn concepts like “blue box” and “red cylinder” from independent examples, and can recognize a “blue cylinder” by composing these concepts without ever having seen examples of the new concept.
Table 5.3: Success rates (%) when using varying amounts of synthetic and natural language data to train LARVA. The row labels show the number of natural language examples used while the column labels show the number of synthetic language examples used.

(a) Synthetic language test set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># natural</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>7,500</th>
<th>15,000</th>
<th>30,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>97.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>96.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>97.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Natural language test set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># natural</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>7,500</th>
<th>15,000</th>
<th>30,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>65.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate whether our proposed model can exhibit the ability to compose concepts seen during training, we create 2 new splits of our data—in both the splits, the training data consists of all datapoints that do not contain any blue cylinders or red boxes. In the first split, the validation set consists of all datapoints containing blue cylinders, while the test set consists of all datapoints containing red boxes. In the second split, the validation and test sets are swapped.

We train LARVA on these new splits (using value prediction), and report the success rate on the test set in Table 5.2, rows 7 and 8. As can be observed, our model is able to successfully complete a large fraction of the target tasks, by composing concepts seen during training, however, there is room for further improvement by using richer models.

In order to better understand the amount of data needed, we trained LARVA with varying amounts of synthetic and natural language training examples (using value prediction). The results are summarized in Table 5.3.

Unsurprisingly, on the synthetic language test set, the number of natural language examples only makes a difference when the number of synthetic language examples in the training set is small. The results on the natural language test set are more informative. In particular, if no natural language examples are used for training, the model is only able to successfully complete about 50% of the tasks, even as the amount of synthetic language data is increased. Furthermore, using 1,500 natural language examples instead of 3,000 with 30,000 synthetic language examples results in a comparable performance as the full set. Similarly, halving the amount of synthetic language data (i.e. 15,000 examples instead of 30,000) when using the full natural language set results in only a small reduction in performance. However, it is clear that some amount of natural training data is needed to successfully generalize to natural language test cases.

These results suggest that using additional synthetic language or natural language data compared to our full set will likely not result in a significant performance improvement, and thus, improving the performance when using natural language requires filtering out low quality natural language data, and using richer models.

2Datapoints containing both a blue cylinder and a red box are discarded.
Chapter 6

Proposed Work

6.1 Task Adaptation

6.1.1 Neurosymbolic Model

The approach presented in Chapter 5 assumes that the tasks are goal-based, and is therefore limited in its applicability. Further, the interaction between the encoded source demonstration and the encoded linguistic description is achieved using a simple concatenation operation. Finally, the predicted rewards or values were not used to learn a policy in the experiments.

More importantly, the proposed model uses a generic neural network architecture, that is not designed with problem-specific inductive biases. For instance, most tasks can be modeled as performing a sequence of operations on a set of entities, and language can be seen as communicating which operations need to be applied on which entities. To this end, we propose using a neurosymbolic model, inspired by [Goyal et al., 2021a], which we describe next. We first describe the approach for discrete domains, and then discuss how the approach can be extended to handle continuous domains.

Consider a dataset consisting of \((\tau_{\text{src}}, l, \tau_{\text{tgt}})\), where \(\tau_{\text{src}}\) is the source demonstration, \(\tau_{\text{tgt}}\) is the target demonstration, and \(l\) is the description of how the source and the target tasks differ, as described in Chapter 5. The first step involves learning \(M\) entities and \(N\) production rules, such that states in the demonstration data can be represented using the entities, and state transitions using the production rules. A production rule operates on an entity, thereby changing its state. Thus, actions and environment dynamics can be represented using a set of production rules. In our proposed model, each entity is a learnable feature vector, and each production rule consists of a learnable vector to decide when the rule is applied, and a neural network that encodes the operation performed by the rule on an entity.

Next, given the source task represented using the entities and sequence of production rules, the linguistic description, and a state from the target task, the objective is to predict the production rule to apply, and the entity (or entities) to apply it on, which can be formulated as N-way and M-way classification problems respectively to learn an adaptation model.

The learned entities, production rules, and adaptation model can be used at test time, to predict the sequence of states in the target task, which can be considered as a state-only demonstration for the target task. An imitation-from-observation approach, like GAIfO [Torabi et al., 2018], can be used to train a policy from this demonstration.
Figure 6.1: Neurosymbolic model for task adaptation: The source and target demonstrations are first represented using a set of entities, and production rules to transition between the states. An Adaptation Model is then trained to predict the production rule to apply given the source demonstration, the language, and partial target demonstration. The trained Adaptation Model can be used to predict the target demonstration step-by-step at test time. For ease of exposition, we show the entities and relations in the figure symbolically; in the model, they will be represented using vectors and neural networks (Section 6.1.1).

Figure 6.2: Domains for task adaptation. Left: GridWorld Cooking, Center: Block Pushing, Right: Drawing.
To extend this approach to continuous domains, we propose the following modifications. First, the demonstrations in the training data can be segmented, using an approach like [Niekum et al., 2012], to get a sequence of discrete states, which can be used in the framework above. Each segment can then be represented using a production rule. Second, to encode motion properties, each production rule can be augmented with an additional vector. This vector is then learned with jointly with the other model parameters.

6.1.2 Policy Adaptation

The approach proposed in Chapter 5 and Section 6.1.1 learn a policy for the target task purely from the predicted demonstration for the target task. However, in many real-world scenarios, an agent might already have a policy to solve the source task. In such cases, it would likely be beneficial to use the information in the source policy to learn the target policy. We intend to explore this direction as follows.

Assuming access to a dataset consisting of \((τ_{src}, l, τ_{tgt})\) as before, we can train policies \(π_{src}\) and \(π_{tgt}\) for the source and target tasks using inverse reinforcement learning. Next, we train a neural network \(T\) that takes in a state \(s\) as input, a linguistic description \(l\) of how the source and the target tasks differ, and outputs the difference between the action distributions of the source and the target tasks, \(π_{tgt}(a|s) − π_{src}(a|s)\). Finally, given the policy network of a new source task and a linguistic description at test time, we can use the outputs from \(T\) to provide additional supervision to train a policy network for the target task, augmenting the approach described in Section 6.1.1.

We will test the following hypotheses:

(1) Does the additional supervision allow learning a better policy for the target task?
(2) Does the additional supervision allow learning a policy using fewer interactions with the environment?

Note that transferring policies from source to target tasks assumes that the dynamics for the tasks are identical. While this may not always hold, in a lot of real-world applications, such as a service robot in a home environment, the dynamics are largely determined by the robot’s architecture and real-world physics, which are invariant across tasks.

6.1.3 Evaluation

In addition to the Organizer environment introduced in Chapter 5, we plan to test the aforementioned ideas on the following domains. See Figure 6.2 for illustrations.

- **GridWorld Cooking**: Inspired by [Carroll et al., 2019], we plan to create a cooking-based gridworld domain, with food and appliances randomly placed in the environment. This domain has semantically meaningful steps compared to the Organizer environment, and enables fine-grained state changes (such as heating a food item for different lengths of time can result in different outcomes), which would allow testing our approach on a discrete domain with richer set of natural language descriptions.

- **Block Pushing**: In this domain, a robot is tasked with moving objects on a table-top. Different initial and goal configurations can be created by adding multiple blocks in various positions and orientations. Language can be used to communicate modifications
in the goal state (e.g. different position or orientation of some blocks), constraints (e.g. “Don’t move the red block”), or hints (e.g. “Move the blue block to uncover the red block”). We plan to build on the Fetch MuJoCo domain [Plappert et al., 2018]. This domain will allow us to test the model in a continuous control setting, with a relatively limited linguistic variation.

- **Drawing**: While block pushing allows testing the proposed ideas on continuous control, the linguistic variation in describing the source and target tasks is somewhat limited. As such, we will use the Omniglot dataset [Lake et al., 2015], which consists of a wide variety of handwritten characters from different languages, wherein two instances of the same character can be treated as source and target tasks respectively. Alternatively, two distinct but visually similar characters can be treated as source and target tasks. An agent that can move in the 2D plane is tasked with drawing the target instance given the source instance and a linguistic description of the difference between the two. We expect the linguistic descriptions in this domain to be significantly richer, to express low-level trajectory shapes. This will allow us to test our approach on both continuous control, and rich natural language. To define the reward for a character drawn by the agent, we will use the Sinkhorn distance [Cuturi, 2013].

Evaluating the proposed methods on these domains would demonstrate their applicability to both discrete and continuous action spaces, as well as their ability to handle both simple and richer natural language.

Having completed the proposed work in this section, the dissertation would make the following contributions: (1) frameworks that allow using language as an auxiliary signal by generating additional rewards in an RL setting, (2) frameworks that allow learning a new task given the demonstration of a related task, by using language to communicate the difference. These frameworks would be demonstrated on discrete and continuous domains, and would allow using natural language as an auxiliary signal for task specification in RL and IL in ways that were largely underexplored so far.

### 6.2 Long-term Directions

In this section, we describe some long-term directions which we might explore, time permitting.

#### 6.2.1 Policy Regularization

Consider the two frames from the Atari game Montezuma’s Revenge shown in Figure 6.3. While these frames look very different visually, the agent should take the same action in both states, namely jumping to collect the key or the orb, respectively. Thus, a policy network that is trained to play the game must output similar action distributions for both these states. This motivates the following research question—given linguistic instructions for how to act in different states, can we use the information to train a policy network more efficiently.

Since the policy network must output similar action distributions for states that require similar actions, we can constrain the network to produce similar intermediate representations.
for such states. This can be achieved by having an auxiliary loss term that penalizes the network for producing different representations for states with similar linguistic instructions.

More formally, consider a dataset \( \{(s_i, l_i)\}_{i=1}^{N} \), with states and corresponding linguistic descriptions. A standard RL algorithm finds the optimal policy \( \pi^* \) by solving

\[
\pi^* = \arg \min_{\pi} J(\pi)
\]

where \( J(\pi) \) is the expected sum of future rewards. The policy network \( \pi(s) \) can be viewed as the composition of a state encoder \( f(\cdot) \), and an action predictor \( g(\cdot) \), such that \( \pi(s) = g(f(s)) \). We can regularize the state encoder \( f(s) \) using the language data by requiring that \( f(s_1) \) and \( f(s_2) \) be similar if \( l_1 \) and \( l_2 \) are close, for datapoints \( (s_1, l_1) \) and \( (s_2, l_2) \).

Intuitively, this would encourage the network to encode only those features of the state that are relevant for action prediction.

There are several questions worth studying in this setting:

1. What are the different choices for the regularization term, and how do they compare with each other?

2. How much language data is needed to obtain statistically significant gains?

3. How to interleave the regularization in the original RL optimization problem?

### 6.2.2 Bayesian Inference

Bayesian Inverse Reinforcement Learning (BIRL) is an approach that uses Bayesian inference to model the posterior distribution of rewards, given demonstrations [Ramachandran and Amir, 2007]:

\[
p(R|D) = p(D|R)p(R)
\]

where \( D \) is the set of demonstrations, and \( R \) is the reward function. The likelihood function \( p(D|R) \) is modelled as a Boltzmann distribution, and the prior \( p(R) \) over the reward functions can be defined as desired.

Separately, [MacGlashan et al., 2015] have developed an analogous approach that uses Bayesian inference to model the posterior distribution of rewards, given language. Their likelihood function \( p(L|R) \) (where \( L \) is the language command) is based on a statistical machine translation approach, where the reward (i.e. goal configuration) is represented using
Figure 6.4: A schematic diagram of language-based supervised attention. The paired (trajectory, language) data is used to first train a video captioning model using the S2VT approach. Then, given a new video with language description, Caption-guided Visual Saliency can be used, along with the trained video captioning model, to generate a language-based saliency map over the video frames, which can be used as supervised attention.

a formal language, and a translation model is learned to estimate the probability of natural language given a formal language:

\[ p(R|L) = p(L|R)p(R) \]

These approaches can be combined to model the posterior distribution of rewards, given both language and demonstrations. Different independence assumptions would result in different expressions for the posterior distributions. For instance, assuming \( p(D, L|R) = p(D|R)p(L|R) \) results in

\[ p(R|D, L) = p(D, L|R)p(R) = p(D|R)p(L|R)p(R) \]

### 6.2.3 Supervised Attention

We propose to use language as supervision for attention [Zhang et al., 2016], that is, attending to parts of the state and/or the demonstrations to which the language explicitly refers. Consider a scenario where the demonstrator shows pouring the contents of a red cup into a blue cup, in the presence of other background objects, like a coffee machine. Learning only from demonstrations would require the agent to extract features from the state (i.e. the image from the agent’s camera) that capture the positions of the cups but ignore the coffee machine. A common approach allowing neural network models to focus on relevant state features is an “attention mechanism”, which is typically learned jointly with the end task in an unsupervised manner [Bahdanau et al., 2014, Xu et al., 2015, Vaswani et al., 2017, Yang et al., 2016]. As such, these techniques have a high sample complexity.

Using language to learn the attention model in a supervised manner can enable relevant state features to be inferred more accurately and efficiently by focusing attention on aspects of the world referred to by the language. The learned attention model can then be used to help learn the final task. We briefly describe our proposed framework below.
**Language Grounding.**  In order to use language to generate attention maps over the states, we need to learn a model that grounds the language in the perception of the environment. We plan to use a video captioning model like Sequence-to-Sequence Video to Text (S2VT) [Venugopalan et al., 2015a]. The video captioning model can then be used with techniques for generating visual explanations for neural networks, such as *caption-guided visual saliency* [Ramanishka et al., 2017], which take a video captioning neural network and a given input/output pair, and produce heat maps over the input frames denoting which parts most influenced the computed output. See Figure 6.4 for an illustration.

**Attention-based Auxiliary Loss.** Given a new demonstration with a paired language description, we propose to generate heat maps using the above approach, which can then be used as an additional supervision signal for the attention model. Specifically, to encourage the agent to attend to the parts of the state referred to by the language, we will use an auxiliary loss to match the feature maps generated by intermediate layers of a convolutional policy network with the heat maps generated from language. It has been shown that such an auxiliary loss, when used with heat maps generated from gaze (instead of language), significantly improves the sample efficiency of policy training [Saran et al., 2020].

By using language to provide this additional supervision, we expect the feature-extraction layers to converge to an effective solution more quickly, allowing the downstream network to focus on relevant features of the state and the trajectory even during initial phases of learning, thereby reducing the sample complexity of learning the end task.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

Having general-purpose intelligent robots that could work alongside humans requires specifying new tasks to these learning agents. In reinforcement learning and imitation learning, which are two common paradigms for teaching new skills to agents, tasks are specified using a reward function or demonstrations respectively. However, these modalities are difficult to work with, as the complexity of tasks grows.

We present techniques that use natural language as an auxiliary signal, in conjunction with rewards or demonstrations, to specify the task more easily. For reinforcement learning, we introduce frameworks that generate rewards from a linguistic description of a task, which can be used in addition to sparse or coarse dense rewards, that are much easier to provide. For imitation learning, we introduce a new setting and propose approaches that allow specifying the desired task using the demonstration of a related task, by using language to describe the difference between the demonstrated task and the desired task, thereby reducing the need for a new demonstration for the desired task.

The approaches presented in this proposal are a step towards building agents that can be communicated with more easily, particularly by non-experts.
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